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As accountants, we are all familiar with the SUM function, which calculates the sum in a range of numbers. However, there 
are instances where we might want to sum numbers in a given range based on a specified criteria. In this instance the 
SUM IF function can achieve this objective. 
The syntax for the SUM IF formula is as follows: = SUM IF (range, criteria, [sum_range]) where Range is the range of cells that 
you intend to apply the criteria against. 
Criteria is used to determine which cells to sum. This can be in the form of a number, text or expression .e.g. "3", "Sold" or 
">0". 
Sum_range is optional. It is the cells to sum. If this is omitted, the function will use Range as the sum_range. 
Illustration 
Poasa Kent runs a Furniture Business. He also manages the financial records of his business. Poasa maintains a record of the 
individual sales by salesperson and by product. He wishes to know how much sales each salesperson made. To determine this, the 
SUMIF function can be used. The first parameter: Range will be the cells under the row heading Salesperson. The second parameter: 
Criteria will be the name of the salesperson e.g. u]one". And the third parameter: Sum _range will be the range that needs to be 
summed if the corresponding row matches the specified criteria. In this case it will be the cells beneath the Amount column. Poasa can 
also determine his sales by product using the SUMIF however, he will just need to change the range criteria to be those cells beneath 
Product and also the criteria parameter to be the individual products. 
Refer to the figure below which illustrates the example discussed above. 
Excel2007 has also introduced a SUMIFS function which is an extension of the SUM IF formula. Where SUM IF adds cells based on only 
one criteria, SUMIFS can add cells based 
on multiple criteria. For instance, using the 
example above, Poasa could determine the 
total sales of Chairs sold by Jone using the 
SUMIFS formula. 
The syntax for the SUMIFS function is 
SUMIFS (sum_range, criteria_rangel, 
criterial, [criteria_range2, criteria2]. ... 
The SUMIFS function syntax has the 
following arguments: 
Sum_range- Unlike the SUM IF function, 
this parameter is the first and is required. 
Similar to the SUM IF, this parameter 
represents the cells to be added. 
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Salesperson Product Amount 
Jone Table 20 
Sera Chair 10 t Prem Table 40 Ravneet Chair 20 
-+--
Jone Stool 45 
... 
Jone Chair 10 
-+-
Ravneet Table 20 
-Prem Table 20 
+ 
~ 
Criteria_rangel -This is the first range in which to evaluate the associated criteria. 
Criterial - The criteria which determines which cells to added. 
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Sales by Salesperson 
Jone =SUMIF($6$3:$8$10,'Jone',$0$3:$0$10} 
Sera =SUMIF{$6$3:$8$10,'Sera' ,$0$3:$0$10) 
Prem =SUMIF($6$3:$8$10, 'Prem',$0$3:$0$10) 
Ravneet =SUMIF($6$3:$8$10, 'Ravneet",$0$3:$0$10} 
Sales by Product 
Table =SUMIF($C$3:$C$l.O, 'Table',$0$3:$0$10) 
Chair =SUMIF($C$3:$C$10, 'Chair' ,$0$3:$0$10} 
Stool =SUMIF($C$3:$C$10, 'Stool' ,$0$3:$0$10) 
Chairs sold bv Jone =SUMIFSID3:Dl0,83:810,'Jone".C3:00,' Chalr"l 
criteria_range2, criteria2, ... n- This is Optional. These are the additional ranges and their associated criteria. Excel allows up to 127 range/ 
criteria. 
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